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It's all coming apart. The thousand year galactic accord is crumbling, superstition and fear is
replacing science and reason, governments are becoming increasingly draconian, a
mysterious alien species is burning entire worlds and the black hole in the galactic heart is
making worrying noises.
Amidst this bedlam are the Traders, trying to scrape a living with nothing but their wits and
their simple credo to follow: salvage, trade, adapt and survive.

This is a game of survival. You are a small band of traders trying to make a living in a
dangerous galaxy. You need to contend with criminal factions, an overzealous police force, a
deteriorating ship, rival traders and an insane alien species that wants your biomass.
You must complete missions, find salvage, trade, upgrade your crew, explore both space
derelicts and frontier worlds and fight to live another day...
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CAMPAIGNS AND SINGLE MISSIONS
The game can be played as single missions or campaigns. Single missions allow for quick
games that can be easily set up with no consequences other than winning or losing the
game. Campaign games allow the players to adapt and evolve their characters making for a
richer experience.
SINGLE MISSIONS
In single mission games the players can use the default statistics of the characters and don't
have to take ship degradation into account. This is perfect for quick games and for
beginners.
CAMPAIGNS
Campaigns need to be played more strategically as there are consequences to resolve after
the mission ends. Characters can have their skills upgraded, acquire better weapons and
repair and maintain their ship. The characters can also be killed or maimed, the ship can
degrade to the point of no return and the campaign ended. Campaign players need to be
skilled at trade as well as combat if they are to survive.

CO-OPERATIVE PLAY
Go in guns blazing or make a truce with the other players, it's up to you. At any time the
Players may agree to co-operate to fight against other factions or to complete a mission
then divide the spoils equally. Of course, the Players can also renege at any point and stab
each other in the back, keep the spoils to themselves and generally be bad sports.
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ORDER OF PLAY
Here is a brief summary of the order of play:
1. Choose the Mission. Players must now agree on any advanced rules they wish to use.
2. Setup the game area and the game characters.
3. If there are two players flip the Turn counter to see who goes first. If there are more than
two players roll the Chance dice to see who goes first. The player takes the Turn Counter
and starts the first round. A single round consists of the following:






HOSTILITY - Add 1 black peg to the Hostility tracker.
EVENT - Turn one Event card and play immediately. Place Event card on Discard pile.
PLAYER TURNS - Each Player takes turns playing their characters.
NPC TURNS - NPC's play in the following order: Purge, Galactic Corps, Factions,
Civilians
ASSESSMENT - Player removes activation counters, passes the Turn counter to the
next player who starts the next round.
After the mission ends there are 3 more steps for campaign games only:

4. Extraction
5. Ship Degradation
6. Trading
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE ORDER OF PLAY IN DETAIL
MISSIONS
The Mission Logs give the Primary and Secondary objectives of each mission and a Mission
Map for setting out the game.
See also:

MISSION LOGS // Page 15

ADVANCED RULES
Before the game starts the players may agree on any advanced rules they which to use.
See also:

ADVANCED RULES // Page 40
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SETUP THE GAME
The game should be set up as shown in the Mission Log. Allow
approximately 10-20 minutes for setting up.
See also:

SETTING UP THE GAME // Page 16

SETUP THE CHARACTERS
Each player takes the Dashboard of each of the characters that will be
played.
See also:

CHARACTER DASHBOARD // Page 17

THE TURN COUNTER
The Turn Counter resembles a galactic credit, commonly known as
Florence. The player with the turn counter is currently in play.

THE HOSTILITY TRACKER
The Hostility tracker is used to gauge Purge interference. The higher the
hostility the more deadly and numerous the Purge become. The tracker
increases by 1 point each round and 1 point for every INITIAL shot fired in
a round.
There are 7 Hostility levels: Relaxed, Guarded, Watch your back, Cover
me, Charge!, Die and Agh!
If there is a dice icon at the current Hostility Level then roll the Purge dice
to see if the relevant Purge appear. If there is no dice icon the Purge will
appear anyway!

EVENT CARDS
Random events will help or impede the player's progress, some are
merely a nuisance others are deadly. The severity of the event depends
on the Hostility Level when the card is drawn.
See also:

APPENDIX/EVENT CARDS // Page 54
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PLAYER TURNS
The Player with the Turn Counter goes first. They can now play their first character after
which the next Player can use their first character. Then play goes back and forth between
the players until all characters have been played.
1. Choose the character. You can play the characters in any order.
2. After play place an Activation counter on the character dashboard, this shows that
the character has completed their turn in this round. If the character is rendered
prone place a red counter on the dashboard.
3. Play then goes to the next player. When all characters from all players have had
their turn play goes to the NPCs.
Players may also choose to use a Skill or a Free Action during a round, neither cost Action
points.
See also:

USE SKILL // Page 11
FREE ACTION // Page 12

Most Trader characters have TWO action points. Action points can be spent doing the
following:






Movement
Combat
Search
Interact
Reload

MOVEMENT
Each character can Manoeuvre, Run or Sprint. A Manoeuvre is 0-5 inches, Run is up to 9
inches and Sprint is 12 inches. Manoeuvre costs 1 Action point, Run costs 2 and Sprint uses 3
Action points (so is pretty rare).
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If a player decides to use both of their actions for movement the maximum allowed is 9
inches (not 10), the same as 2 actions indicated on the Movement measure. If the character
uses the Sprint Skill they move a maximum of 12 inches, the same as using 3 actions.
COMBAT
Combat can either be a ranged attack with a ballistic, chemical or energy weapon or close
combat, both are similar in execution, although ranged attacks must be in range and in Line
of Sight (LOS). To engage in either combat the player must:




Roll appropriate combat dice for the weapon used.
If applicable resolve any hit modifiers such as LOS or armour.
If a player character is defeated the miniature is laid down until they are revived.
NPCs are removed from play.

RANGED ATTACK
For ranged weapons Short range is up to 5 inches, Medium range up to 13 inches and 13+
inches is Long range. The range possible will depend on the character's weapon and LOS.

To attempt a successful ranged attack the enemy must be in range and LOS. The player rolls
the appropriate combat dice and resolves the outcome remembering to modify any hits for
partial cover and armour.
Example of ranged attack:
Character A fires at short range with a hand gun which has a short range capacity of 1 at an
enemy, character B which is in partial cove. The partial cover gives a -1 to hit.
The player rolls the blue combat dice and gets a single hit. However, the partial cover
reduces this to zero.
On the next player's turn character B shoots back. The first character A is in LOS with no
armour. The enemy B has a rifle with a short range of 2 so rolls 2 combat dice and gets 1
'pang!' and 1 hit. The single 'pang!' does not damage the rifle and the single hit causes 1
wound on character A.
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CLOSE QUARTER COMBAT
Close Quarter Combat occurs when enemy characters are touching base. To engage in close
combat move your character into base contact with an enemy on your turn. Use any
remaining actions to attack with one of your close combat weapons. Resolve the combat
using the combat dice and any armour modifiers. If undefeated the enemy can now make a
counter attack UNLESS they've already activated in that round.
If either character leaves base contact the other can take a free opportunistic attack with
one of their close combat weapons.

Example of Close Quarter Combat:
Using 1 Action point Character A moves into base contact with character B. They use their
second Action point to attack with a combat knife which has an attack of 1. The player rolls
the blue combat dice but rolls a blank face - the attack has failed!
If Character B has not activated this round they can now counter attack with their own
combat knife (if they have activated they will have to wait until the next round!). They roll a
single hit, however character 1 has armour of 1 so the attack is deflected. The combat must
continue in the next round.

Ranged and Close Quarter Combat both cost 1 Action point each.

ARMOUR
Armour affects how much damage a hit can make. There are two types of armour, physical
and shield.
Physical armour, such as an Impact Suit has a permanent effect all the time it is worn, it
doesn't degrade during a mission. For example, if a player with a physical armour of 2
suffers 3 hits 2 of the hits are deflected or absorbed but the character is still hit with the
remaining 1. If attacked again the physical armour will still have a defence of 3.
Shield armour, such as a Shield belt is energy based and if beaten will be rendered inactive
for the rest of the mission. So, if a player with a shield armour of 2 suffers 3 hits 2 of the hits
are deflected or absorbed but the character is hit with the remaining 1; also the shield is
rendered inactive. If attacked again the character will have no armour modifiers. The shield
is automatically reactivated before the next mission.
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COMBAT ATTACK
Some armour allows a player to make a close combat attack exactly as if they have a close
combat weapon, for example imagine that arm bracers can be used as clubs.

BLAST RADIUS
Weapons such as grenades affect not only the enemy hit but also the area around it. The
enemy is hit with the full force, the radius of a miniature base around the target (2.5cm) is
hit with a lesser force and beyond that (5cm from the target) is an even lesser force.
See also:

MISCELLANEOUS RULES/DICE // Page 37
MISCELLANEOUS RULES/LINE OF SIGHT // Page 38

SEARCH
Searches can be either General or Specific.
A General Search can be performed on a room or area only once per mission. Take a
random counter from the pouch. The Player may add this to their character's dashboard or
discard it by placing it face up next to the character. In either case a search token needs to
be placed next to the character to show that the area has already been searched. General
searches can only be performed in rooms without enemies.
A character may also discard an unwanted item they are carrying directly onto the floor. The
item token must be placed there for other characters to pick up if they so wish.
In a Specific Search a character may search a cargo crate that they are in base contact with.
They can add the contents to the character dashboard and place any remaining items back
in the cargo crate. They can also place any of their own items in the cargo crate. Crates can
be searched any number of times and when enemies are present. The player can keep the
contents secret.
Either search costs 1 Action point.

INTERACT
Interactions can be mission specific - open a locked door, press a button, etc. They cost 1
action point unless stated otherwise in the Mission Log.
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RELOAD
Reloading costs 1 Action point. The character can reload all of their weapons at the same
time.

REVIVING CHARACTERS
A defeated character may be only temporarily down and can be revived using a medi-stim
or medi-pack. They cannot administer it themselves but must be revived by another
character in base contact. The rescuer can either use their own med supplies or the prone
character's. The used supplies are then discarded. Medi-packs restore 4 health points and
medi-stims 2 to the character. The revived character recovers quickly and carries on as
normal.
See also:

ADVANCED RULES/CRIPPLING WOUNDS // Page 40

DOWNED CHARACTERS
A character that is down but cannot be revived is not necessarily dead, they can be injured,
unconscious, or in a coma. Whatever the reason they are incapacitated and effectively no
longer able to participate in the mission.
The player must decide what to do with a downed character, they can either carry them
(literally) or leave them and make an emergency extraction after the mission is over.
GRAB A LEG
A player character may pick up a downed character and carry them to the extraction point.
The rescuer can still perform all functions such as close combat but cannot move any faster
than a Manoeuvre.
The Player may decide to drop the character at any time freeing up the rescuer but forcing
them to leave the prone character behind.
ROB THEM BLIND
More ruthless Players may opt to 'rescue' the downed character's equipment rather than
the character! A Player character may take as much of the downed character's equipment
as they can carry. If the downed character is successfully extracted after the mission their
equipment is returned to them. Other players may also rob the unfortunate Trader!
See also:

EMERGENCY EXTRACTION // Page 30
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USE SKILL
Each character has their own particular skill set. A Skill can be used once during a round as
well as both actions but the number of times a Skill can be used in a mission is limited so
should be used sparingly.
Skills are located on 3 parts of the character dashboard, Use Skills on the Character profile,
the Class skill set and the Skill pegs.

Arianna has a default Use Skill of 4, a potential of 7 and an actual Use Skill of 5. That means
she currently has 5 Skill pegs in play every time she starts a mission. During the mission the
Skill pegs will reduce as she uses Skills. The Use Skill points stay the same during the mission.

She also has a Career of 10 so she has allocated 10 Skill points on her Class skill set, the
higher her Career points the more skill levels she can acquire. Her career set looks so:

Each skill has 3 possible levels with level 1 using 1 skill point, level 2 using 2 and level 3 using 3. Level
1 is the rudimentary version of that skill and level 3 the advanced version.

To use a Skill the player must:
1. First declare they are going to use a Skill and at what level. They can do this before
or after the character's Actions.
2. Remove the correct number of Skill pegs from their tray, for example if they use a
level 3 Skill they remove 3 Skill pegs.
3. Play the Skill as instructed on the relevant Skill table.
See also:

SKILL TABLES // Page 43
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FREE ACTION
A Free Action is either part of a Skill or is awarded by an Event card. This is similar to an
Action but costs the player nothing. Play the free action as described on the Event card or as
a Skill.

NPC TURNS
The Non Player Characters take turns in the following order: Purge, Galactic Corps, Factions,
Civilians. NPCs are controlled by the game, the characters can be moved by any player. If a
third player has been designated as the Games Master they control the NPCs.
See also:

ADVANCED RULES/ PLAYING AS THE NPCs // Page 40

PURGE
The type of Purge that appear during each round depends on the Hostility level.
See also:

CHARACTERS / PURGE // Page 25

If a Purge character is unavailable to spawn use the next available in the following order of
threat: Live one - Assassin - Devastator - Harvester.
For example, if an Assassin is required but unavailable use a Devastator instead; if a
Devastator is unavailable use a Harvester, if there's no Harvester then a Purge isn't
spawned.

GALACTIC CORPS
The Galactic Corps appear via the Event cards and enter the game at the Spawn points
unless specified otherwise.
See also:

CHARACTERS / GALACTIC CORPS // Page 26

CIVILIANS
See also:

CHARACTERS / CIVILIANS // Page 28
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FACTIONS
Factions include NPC groups such as Criminal Gangs. Factions behave in a similar fashion to
Galactic Corps and Civilians but their motivations may differ, for example Criminal gangs are
more interested in looting than fighting.
See also:

CHARACTERS / CRIMINAL GANGS // Page 27

Once all of the NPCs have been played the First player passes the Turn Counter to the next
player who then starts the second round. The Turn Counter is passed back and forth at the
end of each round until the Mission ends.

ASSESSMENT
1. Remove all Activation counters, pass turn counter to next player.
2. On the final assessment only tally the objective points and assign character advancement.
This stage is skipped if playing a single mission.
See also:

CHARACTER DASHBOARD/ CHARACTER ADVANCEMENT // Page 19

ENDING A MISSION
The Mission ends when all player characters are down or have returned to their ships.
The winner of the game is the one with the most objective points. If there's a draw add up
and compare all the character health points. If still a draw use the chance dice. The winner
of the game has first choice during the Trading phase.

The next 3 phases Extraction, Ship Degradation and Trading are for campaign games, if
playing a single mission you disregard them.
EXTRACTION
A prone character is defenceless and will need to be rescued by their comrades.
See also:

EMERGENCY EXTRACTION // Page 30
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SHIP DEGRADATION
Each trader crew relies entirely on their ship; if the ship is damaged beyond repair the crew
must abandon her and the campaign is over.
Ships need constant maintenance between missions so after each game you must roll the
Chance dice to check the ship's decay, if any.
See also:

SHIP DASHBOARD // Page 21

TRADING
The Traders now take their Salvage and Assets to one of the many Trading Centres in the galaxy
where they can buy or sell items.

See also:

TRADING // Page 32
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MISSION LOGS
The missions rank in difficulty from EASY, MEDIUM and HARD to VERY HARD. The Missions
are in difficulty order, the easiest at the beginning and the hardest at the end.
The missions can be played in any order but we recommend starting with the easy missions
until you've gained experience and your characters have advanced their weapons and
statistics.
Players can design their own missions using our guidelines or download new or fan made
missions free from our website battlesystems.co.uk/--/maps/
See also:

CREATING MISSIONS

MAP KEY:
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SETTING UP THE GAME
The first time you play you will need to remove all walls and counters from their card sprues
then assemble the terrain. You may also want to paint your miniatures. For a guide on how
to assemble the walls and terrain go to www.battlesystems.co.uk/tutorials/--/index.html

1. Decide which mission you want to play. Either one from the Mission Log or a game you've
devised yourself.
2. Set up the terrain as shown on the Mission Map.
3. Place the Ship dashboards and Spawn points as shown on the map. Also place the Purge,
Corps and Faction boards to one side for reference.
4. Place all of the square equipment counters into the pouch. The long equipment counters
don't go into the pouch but are placed upside down on the table.



Place 3 random equipment counters from the pouch into each of the small cargo
crates - no peeking!
Place 1 random long equipment counter and 2 random small equipment counters
into each of the large cargo crates.

In certain missions the number of counters may be more or less, use the above ratio unless
specified.
5. Shuffle the Event cards and place face down to one side.
6. Each Player decides which team they want to be and places the Character boards in front
of them and the characters on the relevant Ship board.




If playing a campaign then each player resumes using the characters they had
previously.
If playing a single mission use the character's default statistics.
If you have an expansion pack with more characters choose only three of the
characters to put into play unless the Mission states otherwise.

7. Setup the Character dashboards.
8. If there are two players flip the Turn Counter to decide who goes first, otherwise use the
Chance dice. The winner takes the Turn counter and proceeds to play.
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CHARACTER DASHBOARD
The Dashboard is split into four sections: the Character Profile, the Item Tray, The Skills Tray
and the Peg Tray.

CHARACTER PROFILE
Each character has their own Character Profile board. The profile shows the player the
character's statistics which include Health, Action, Use Skill and Career. Each set of points
has a default and a potential. As the character progresses through a campaign the player
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can use a dry wipe marker to add or subtract points, the character can never exceed their
potential but they can go below their default!
Example:





Arianna has a default Health stat of 5 but has the potential to raise that to 7; it is
currently at 6 as marked by a dry marker.
She has 2 default Actions but a potential of 3.
She also has a default of 4 Use Skill points that can be raised to 7 and is currently at
5. Note there are also 5 Skill Pegs, these reduce as Skills are used.
Finally, her Career points are defaulted at 4, can be raised to 15 and are currently at
10.

ITEM TRAY
The items that a character starts with or collects during a game are stored here. There is an
actual, physical limit, the character cannot carry more items than the tray can hold. Larger
items, such as rifles use up more space on the tray so use the space wisely.
SKILLS TRAY
The Skills card shows the type of Skills the character type has. In this example Arianna is a
Hunter and her Skill set reflects that.
The Hunter skill set is known as its CLASS. Other classes include: Trader, Tech, Soldier,
Augmented and Support. Each Class has its own set of strengths.
Each Skill has a maximum of 3 level points, the player uses a dry wipe marker to indicate
when a Skill is upgraded to its maximum of 3. Arianna has a Career of 10 and has allocated
10 skill levels. The player can allocate the skill points between the Skills as they wish.

During a round a player may choose to use a Skill as well as their Actions, this is considered
separate and does not affect the number of Action points.
PEG TRAY
The pegs show the following: Ammo (yellow) Health (green) and Skills (purple). The
Character profile records a character's statistics but the pegs are where the in game action
is.
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Ammo, Health and Skills will be reduced and increased during the game and the subsequent
pegs removed or added to the peg tray.

CHARACTER ADVANCEMENT
As the characters progress through a campaign they can advance in three ways: equipment,
credit flow and development. Better equipment such as high end weapons can be bought
and sold or found during games, a character's credit flow can increase by buying and selling
equipment, finding credit or by achieving objectives and development is an increase in the
character's personal statistics.
CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT
All character's Health, Action, Use Skill and Career points start at a default level as shown on
their dashboard. These points can increase or decrease.
HEALTH POINTS
The number of Health pegs used when setting up a game should match the Heath points of
the Character profile. During the game the Health pegs can increase to the maximum
potential of the character's current Health points or decrease to 0. When all the Health pegs
are depleted the character is out of action, either prone from an injury or in a coma.
To replenish a character's health the Player can use a character's medi-packs or medi-stims
as a free action during the character's turn. A prone character cannot use their own health
packs, another character in base contact needs to do it for them. If a prone character has no
health packs the rescuer may use their own supplies.
ACTION POINTS
This is the number of Actions a character can make per round. Most characters can perform
2 Actions, this can increase during a campaign. Skills and Free Actions are separate from
Action points.
USE SKILL POINTS
The number of Use Skill pegs should match the character's current Use Skill points. As Skills
are used the pegs diminish rapidly. A level 1 Skill will use 1 peg, a level 2 Skill will use 2 pegs
and level 3 Skills use 3 pegs. A Skill can only be used once per round.
CAREER POINTS
The number of Career points is reflected in the game. Career points and Use Skill points (and
Use Skill pegs) are directly linked.
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Arianna has 10 career points which the player has spent developing her SKILLS. Note that the
Skills tray has 10 dry wipe marks on the Skills.
Each time a character survives a mission they gain 1 Career point and subsequently 1 more
Skill to mark on the Class board. Once a Skill is chosen it is set, the Skill points cannot be
shuffled around between missions.
Arianna has 3 Career levels. When she reached the end of the first level she also gained 1
Health point and 1 Use Skill point (and subsequently 1 more Use Skill peg and 1 more Health
peg).

If she survives 2 more games she will reach the end of level 2 and again gain 1 Health, 1 Use
Skill point, 1 Use Skill peg and 1 Health peg.
When she reaches all of her potential Health and Use Skill points she will gain 1 Action point
- if she survives another game. She is now Maxed Out making her a very powerful character
indeed!
If a character fails to return to their ship and needs to be Extracted they will gain no Career
points.
A character can also gain 1 Career point for each Assassin or Live One defeated. The player
takes the appropriate token to remind them. The token is returned after the character has
been developed.
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SHIP DASHBOARD
The ship is the Trader's home, their transport and their livelihood. Without the ship a Trader
is a drifter with their thumb out. A ship needs constant maintenance to keep flying and that
needs Flo, Galactic Credits, the old Universal Asset.
The ship board is divided into two parts, SHIP STATUS and MISSION ASSETS. The Status is
the current state of the ship and the Assets are the crew's earnings for that mission.

SHIP STATUS
The status is comprised of 4 essential systems: Propulsion, Life Support, Supplies and Hull
Integrity. At the start of a campaign all systems start at 5 and degrade or are repaired during
the campaign. If any of the system points drop to zero and the player can't afford repairs
the campaign must be abandoned; the ship becomes another drifting derelict and the crew
disbands. It costs 2 Universal Assets (2UA) to affect 1 ship repair.
At the end of each mission the Player must roll the Chance dice to assess ship degradation:
1 - Propulsion degrades by 1
2 -Life Support degrades by 1
3 - Supplies degrade by 1
4 - Hull Integrity degrades by 1
5 - 6 - Roll Again. Whatever is now rolled loses 2 points instead of 1 - however, if 5 or 6 is
rolled again then there is no degradation for that mission.
MISSION ASSETS
The Traders earn money by achieving Primary or Secondary objectives and collecting
Salvage (any items collected that are surplus to requirement is considered Salvage). The
worth of items is shown on the Trading Posts (page -- ). Any sold items must be placed back
into the pouch.
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The total of all the Assets (also called Universal Assets or UA) can now be spent or saved for
later. Assets can be spent on Ship maintenance (cost: 2 Assets per 1 repair) or at a Trading
Post.
See also:

TRADING // Page 32
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CHARACTERS
The miniatures used in the game are known as Characters. They broadly fall into two
categories, Player Characters (PCs) and Non Player Characters (NPCs).

PLAYER CHARACTERS
TRADERS
All Players are Traders in the game. The Traders struggle to survive in a rapidly degenerating
galaxy where superstition and fear has returned and they can rely on no one but
themselves.
CLASS OF TRADERS
Each type of Trader has a different range of skills. This range is called the CLASS. There are
six classes: Soldier, Hunter, Tech, Augmented, Support and Crew.
CAPTAIN
Captains can be any Class but are often Hunters or Soldiers. Highly skilled, charismatic and
well armed the Captain's job is to nurse their ship and crew through hard times.
SOLDIER
The tough guys, usually ex-military, definitely experts in their chosen field, soldiers are both
precision and blunt force instruments, whatever's needed for the job.
HUNTER
Hunters have high Stealth and Combat abilities. Good at reconnaissance and fighting they
often make excellent Captains.
TECH
The Technicians perform the dual role of medic and tech expert. Although not great fighters
they give invaluable support and can be the difference between life and death and, more
importantly, profit or loss.
AUGMENTED
The Augmented have elected to have major invasive surgery to increase their abilities.
These include increased strength and speed and both matter and energy manipulation.
SUPPORT
These characters tend towards being large with a high endurance. They are the big guns,
wheeled out when it looks like a tough mission.
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CREW
The majority of Traders are Crewmen, men and women who have a specific role onboard a
ship but are drafted as muscle for missions. They start with middling skills and low end
weapons but are fast learners and can develop rapidly if they survive their early missions.

OTHER TYPES OF TRADERS
MUTANTS
Mutations can be caused by environment or epigenetic surgery used to engineer humans
for harsh terrains. Most mutations are harmless and rarely useful. Mutants can be any
class.
CYBORGS
Cyborgs differ from Augments as most of their machine parts are simply replacement limbs.
Although the artificial limbs may offer a slight advantage over biological ones cyborgs are
essentially human in physical performance and endurance.
ALIENS
Although there are only five major species in the Accord there are hundreds of space faring
species and thousands of intelligent ones poised at their first step off their home worlds.
Traders are mostly human but they often have alien crewmen, many are adventurers or
outcasts, almost all are misfits choosing to spend their time with cultures alien to their own.
Alien Traders have diverse talents and are highly sought after. Aliens can be any class and
can also be Civilians.
MACHINES
These are sentient (or nearly sentient) Artificial Intelligences usually hosted in a machine
body; in other words, robots.

NON PLAYER CHARACTERS (NPCs)
NPCs are characters controlled by the mechanics of the game. The special exception are
Auxiliaries (and Civilians when joined to a group) which are controlled by a player.
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THE PURGE
The Purge are a semi-sentient race of humanoid
machines whose sole task is to harvest worlds. They
have a hive mind, much like insects and almost no
sense of self preservation.
Purge technology is very rare, destroyed Purge start
decaying on deactivation leaving nothing but a puddle
of common polymers.
TYPES OF PURGE
HARVESTERS
Relentless, they employ tactics according to the
situation. If resources are tight Harvesters employ
stealth, if their numbers are high they swarm and
overwhelm by numbers. Harvesters do not use ranged
weapons but instead get close to their victims to
immobilise them and carry them off after the battle is
won.
Close combat: 2

Ranged: 0

Shield: 1

DEVASTATORS
Devastators are built like tanks and just as subtle, their
job is to destroy, not to capture.
Their arms are high energy beam weapons but
Devastators aren't above using them as bludgeoning
weapons in close combat.
Close combat: 2

Ranged: 3

Shield: 1

ASSASSINS
Assassins are infiltrators, able to target individuals in
the heart of enemy territory and remove them. Like all
Purge machines the Assassins 'head' is actually a sense
cluster, the brain is housed in the chest cavity.
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If a character defeats an Assassin they take the appropriate token. In the Character
advancement stage they trade the token for 1 Career point.
Close combat: 4

Ranged: 2

Shield: 2

LIVE ONES
Mysterious and organic, the Live Ones appear to control the Purge. Whether they are the
original Purge or merely representative is unknown. Like their mechanical counterparts they
decay rapidly upon death. They employ holographic tech to infiltrate Civilian populations
acting as both Scout and Commander.
If a character defeats a Live One they take the appropriate token. In the Character
advancement stage they trade the token for 1 Career point.
Close combat: 4

Ranged: 3

Shield: 3

GALACTIC CORPS
The Galactic Corps are a combined militia and police force, neither heroes nor villains but
sometimes both. They're controlled by an elite of human politicians who have little but self
interest at heart. They're happy to let the Corps do good works such as rescuing disaster
victims but only if there's no conflict with their own interests.
The corps are basically the best and the worst of humanity - striving for a better world but
only for their masters. The Corps view Traders with disdain and would often treat them as
criminals, using any excuse to engage.
TYPES OF CORPS
INFANTRY
Highly trained, often brutal, the Infantry are recruited from poor backgrounds and from
areas with a lot of racial conflict, this makes them easier to control. They're not encouraged
to think for themselves but to obey commands without question.
Close combat: 1

Ranged: 2

Shield: 0

JUGGERNAUGHT
Juggernaughts are powerful and heavily armed, they are the hammer of the Corps used to
bludgeon and punish any disobedient populace.
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Close combat: 2

Ranged: 1

Shield: 2

COMMANDER
Master strategists and relentlessly ambitious. Commanders are often intelligent but with a
cold unsympathetic eye. Although they are from privileged backgrounds the officers are
drilled to obey the chain of command and are, at the end of the day, political cannon fodder
alongside their men.
Close combat: 2

Ranged: 2

Shield:1

CRIMINAL GANGS
Traders often tread a fine line of the law, crossing it when needed. The criminal gangs have
crossed over to the far side where traders have become thieves, smugglers have become
pirates. The criminal gangs were once traders who were a little bit more ruthless or
desperate, capable of blurring the lines of right and wrong.

Often they are outlaws, forced to work together in large distrusting ‘families’. Some are
vicious, some are callous, most are self centred and a few are genuinely evil. All of them are
dangerous.
TYPES OF CRIMINAL
LOW LIFE
Low lives are the lowest form of Criminal, dishonest and shifty but willing to do nasty jobs
for a high reward.
Close combat: 1

Ranged: 1

Shield: 0

THUG
Tough, often stupid, Thugs are the blunt instrument used to intimidate and beat up
disrespectful locals.
Close combat: 2

Ranged: 1

Shield: 1
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BOSS
Charismatic and clever but fundamentally flawed the Boss of a Gang spends all his time
controlling, cajoling and bullying his 'family' to do his bidding. A long lived Boss learns to
sleep with one eye open.
Close combat: 2

Ranged: 2

Shield: 1

CIVILIANS
Civilians will often get caught up in the action. They perform the day to day duties needed
to keep things running and are not used to being invaded by traders or Purge and can
therefore act irrationally. Although lightly armed they are not trained soldiers and prone to
panic.
Civilians will sometimes trade with characters, join a player's side or attack them without
provocation. They can be human or alien and can also be Galactic spies or even Live Ones in
disguise.
Civilians have their own character profile cards with their own statistics. They do not have
any skills, health or ammo so require no dashboard. They can carry (but not use) one
equipment item only. It can be placed in the square slot in their character profile card.
Civilians are allocated by the Mission Map and move and behave in a random order
according to the Chance dice. When it's the Civilian Turn roll the Chance dice for each
Civilian character.
Chance Dice:









Move – The Civilian moves x1 manoeuvre in the direction of the arrow on the dice.
Hide – The Civilian moves to the nearest cover if any is within Manoeuvre range,
otherwise they stay put.
Attack – The Civilian attacks the nearest Purge, Trader, Corps or Gang member.
Join – The Civilian joins the nearest Trader team as long as they are within run
distance and have Line of Sight. Otherwise nothing happens. Once a Civilian has
joined a Trader team the Player is in control of that character. The Player must still
roll the Chance dice for the Civilian each turn. If the dice rolls Join again the Civilian
leaves the Traders and is treated as before. Any other roll than Join is ignored.
Live One – The Civilian was a Live one all along! Replace the Civilian character with a
Live One, if available. If the Hostility level is too low for a Live One to appear or the
Live One is already in play nothing happens.
Trade – If the Civilian is within Manoeuvre distance and LOS then they will offer the
nearest Trader a random equipment counter from the pouch. If the Player takes the
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equipment item they must exchange one of theirs in trade, place the item in the
pouch. If the Player refuses the item nothing further happens. This trade can take
place even if there are enemies in the same room.

AUXILIARIES
Auxiliaries or 'Aux' are support characters that are used as backup by Trader captains. They
can be used for specific tasks or as cannon fodder when needed. Aux are controlled by the
Player. There are two main types of Aux, Drones and Beasts.
Drones are semi-autonomous machines that are specialised for a single task, for example as
reconnaissance, a sentry gun or as a mobile bomb. They can be used strategically or just as
cannon fodder to draw enemy fire. They are easily synthesised by the Player's ship and cost
the Player nothing. A Player may have one Drone per mission if they choose.
Drones will only last a single mission and cannot develop. If a drone survives a mission they
are reabsorbed and remade as a new drone. Threat level: 1
Beasts come in different forms but often resemble alien dogs, with four legs and a bitey
end. Essentially organic they have cyber implants that allow them to be directly influenced,
if not actually controlled, by the Captain. If the Captain is incapacitated control switches to
another player character in the team. If all of a team are down the beasts will run amok and
attack the nearest standing characters.
Beasts are expensive and highly trained and therefore not expendable like drones. Beasts
that survive a mission can be used in subsequent missions but do not develop.
A Player may include either a single drone or a single beast for a mission.
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EMERGENCY EXTRACTION
So you've left a fallen comrade behind and managed to get back to your ship. The fate of
the fallen is now up to the Player as a prone character is defenceless and will need to be
rescued by their comrades. There are a number of options a Player may choose from.
LEAVE THEM BEHIND
Harsh but harsh, it's a tough galaxy. The character is deemed Missing In Action, their fate
unknown. The character is effectively dead and can no longer be played in the rest of the
campaign.
OTHER OPTIONS
Roll 1D6 for each character that was left behind. Do not include characters that were a
confirmed kill using the Double Tap rule!
1. HARVESTED. A fate worse than death, the downed character is dragged off by the Purge
for processing. You can choose to leave them to their grisly end or use the Emergency
teleport.
2-3. EMERGENCY TELEPORT. All spacefarers dread the Emergency Teleport. In fact the less
bold specify that they're not to be rescued by teleporter in any circumstance! Traders,
however, understand that it is a necessary evil and are forced to use it often.
Roll 1D6 to see what happens:
1. The character is teleported onboard safely along with all of their possessions.
2. The character is teleported safely but their possessions are lost forever. All
Equipment and Weapons must now be discarded.
3. The character is teleported safely but not to their ship! It will take a while to find
and retrieve them, either the character misses the next two missions or the Player
can pay 4UA to have Galactic Central Data use their galaxy wide net to locate the
lost character and re-teleport them immediately.
4. There is an accident and the character is alive but in a poor way. It takes longer to
recuperate than normal and they must miss 1 subsequent mission in this campaign.
Also, their equipment and weapons are damaged beyond repair and are discarded.
However, despite all reason the character's Skill Use increases by 1 as does their
Career.
5. Teleporters are notorious for pulling cruel tricks on the unwary. The character
arrives safe and well but they are now a completely different person! Replace the
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miniature with a different Trader, one that hasn't been used in the current
campaign. The character's Career level remains the same but the Player can allocate
the career points differently, if they wish. The Player can also use allocate the
character a new Class. The character's possessions and weapons are as before.
6. The character dies in transit. Sometimes the character will have been turned
inside out, sometimes they're beamed into space, sometimes they're merged into
the fabric of the ship. Whatever awful fate befell them they and their possessions
are lost forever. The character can no longer be played in this campaign.

4. RANSOM. The unconscious character is picked up by one of the many roaming gangs. You
will need to pay 1UA for every Use Skill point the character has.
The Player must pay up immediately with tears in their eyes or decide to pay the ransom at
a later time. The ransomed character cannot be played in subsequent missions until the
ransom has been paid in full. Alternatively, the Player may leave the character to their new
life as a Freebooter.
5. LAYING LOW. The prone character recovers enough to drag themselves into a hiding
place. Once it's settled down you manage to rescue them without a hitch and they make a
full recovery.
6. RESCUE MISSION. The Player may decide to mount an immediate rescue attempt. These
are advanced rules only - if you don't wish to use this option roll again.
See also:

ADVANCED RULES/RESCUE MISSION // Page 41

If the Player doesn't want to use the option rolled they may choose instead to leave the
character to their fate.
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TRADING
What all the work has been for. The Traders now take their Salvage and Assets to one of the
many Trading Centres in the galaxy where they can buy or sell items. There is a wide variety
of trading posts but they tend to fall into 3 broad categories: high end, middling and cheap
and cheerful.
When buying an item take it from the Weapon tokens and add it to the Player's inventory.
When selling an item return it to the Weapon tokens. Some items are rare and cannot be
bought, only found.
WEAPON TYPES
Custom weapons have been modded with commonly available parts such as silencers,
Crafted weapons have parts made from scratch to increase efficiency, Enhanced weapons
are standard weapons that have been made more powerful and Advanced weapons have
cutting edge tech.
Ballistic weapons use projectiles such as bullets and Energy weapons use energy such as
plasma. Harmful weapons are black market weapons that are detrimental to the user. Rare
weapons are weapons that are no longer commercially available but can sometimes be
found. Outland weapons are often hand made from junk, or several different weapons
combined.

Giger's Weapons Emporium provides quality goods at a high price. Here you will get more
exotic weapons and effective armour.
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Duke's Gun Supplies offers mid range weapons at a decent price. All good stuff here.
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The Bazaar sells hand guns and ammo at bargain prices.
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OTHER ITEMS
Class 1 items are either common or miscellaneous items. Common items such as low end
hand guns are easily available and cheap, Trader's will always start a mission with Class 1
items as a minimum.
Class 1 items also include rare and valuable items that can't be bought, only found.
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ICONS

COMBAT ICONS
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MISCELLANEOUS RULES
DICE
There are four different types of dice in the game.
Blue Combat Dice - this is the main combat dice and is always used. 'Pang!' is when a
weapon misfires or jams, unless specified a single 'Pang!' does not damage the weapon.





1 'Pang!' face
2 blank faces
2 x 'Single Hit' faces
1 x 'Double Hit' faces

Red Combat Dice - if more than 1 combat dice is needed than you will need to add a red
dice to the blue. Red dice don't have a 'double hit' face. The red dice are never rolled alone,
the Blue dice is always the dice used if a single dice is required. If a Player rolls two or more
'Pang!' their weapon jams, unless they have a weapon that Never Jams.




1 'Pang!' face
2 blank faces
3 x 'Single Hit' faces

Purge Dice - the Purge Dice determines how many Purge are encountered depending on
the Hostility Meter.




3 x 'Single Purge' faces
1 x 'Double Purge' faces
2 blank faces

Chance Dice - the Chance dice is used to determine chance situations and to control the
Civilians. It has numbers 1 to 6 on it, same as an ordinary dice but also Move, Hide, Attack,
Join, Live One and Trade.
See also:

CHARACTERS / CIVILIANS // Page 28
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LINE OF SIGHT (LOS)
A line of sight occurs when a straight line can be traced from the middle of one character's
base to the middle of another character's base without any obstruction - the one exception,
a character can shoot past their own teammates if they are in base contact.

COVER
Scatter terrain and walls can be used as cover. The cover rules are applied from the
attacking character's LOS to the character being attacked.
No cover - the character is completely exposed so there are no hit modifiers.
Partial cover - the character is partially covered, eg. their legs are behind a crate. Partial
cover gives -1 to hit. Cover that covers less than 25% of the character from the enemy's LOS
is ignored. A character in partial cover can still fire at enemies with no detriment.
Full cover - the character can't be seen at all or over 75% of the character is covered so no
attempt to fire can be made.
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TYPES OF TERRAIN
Small scatter terrain - any objects that could be reasonably moved during a game (if unsure
the players can agree beforehand what constitutes as small terrain).
Large scatter terrain - anything that would be considered immovable in normal
circumstances such as a turbine or a shipping container.
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ADVANCED RULES
The game is designed to be played quickly with streamlined rules but you can also use more
advanced rules. This will give the game more depth and makes the game longer. All players
must agree before a game if they want to use any of the advanced rules.

THE DOUBLE TAP
Downed Player characters are usually injured or comatose rather than dead, however, the
Double Tap rule allows one player to assassinate another player's prone character. This will
take that Character permanently out of the campaign. All Players must agree beforehand if
they want to use this rule, no crying afterwards!
The would be assassin may attack the prone character as normal. The prone character's only
defence is their armour, or cover, if any. To kill a prone character the attacker needs to
score 1 successful hit after any cover or armour modifiers.
If the prone character is killed the miniature is taken off the board and their possessions left
where the character had been. This is called a confirmed kill.

CRIPPLING WOUNDS
A character that has been defeated and subsequently revived does not make an immediate
recovery but is affected by their wounds until they can be treated onboard their ship.
Roll the chance dice. For the rest of the mission the character suffers the following:
1-2 - A head wound makes it hard to focus. The character has a modifier of -1 to every hit
against an enemy.
3-4 - A leg injury slows the character down, they cannot move faster than a single
manoeuvre per round for the rest of the mission.
5-6 - Internal injuries cause the character to lapse in and out of consciousness. The player
must roll the chance dice every round, if the player rolls a 6 the character is down again. If
revived again the internal injuries are patched sufficiently for the rest of the mission.
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LARGER PLAY AREAS AND MULTI LEVEL TERRAIN
You can combine the game with other terrain, specifically Battle Systems Sci-fi Terrain. This
allows you to have a larger game play area and even multi levels. Be aware that it will take
longer to set up. The rules are identical for larger areas and multi levels.

MORE THAN TWO PLAYERS
The Expansion sets offer the option to have up to four players.

PLAYING AS THE NPCs
One player may elect to play the NPCs. That player, rather than the game mechanics , is in
control of the Purge, Civilians, Galactic Corps and any other factions. The player cannot
advance in a campaign.
PLAYING AS THE GAMES MASTER
This is the same as playing the NPCs but also involves reading out the mission briefings,
controlling trade and generally overseeing the game. Again, the player can't advance in a
campaign.

CHARACTER GENERATOR
You can create your own characters and use your own minis.
((Here we will include the rules for generating characters, some blank stat cards and a PDF
for more blanks))

RESCUE MISSION
You immediately go back in to rescue your fallen comrades. Leaving the playing area set up
exactly as it was you are going to re-enter the area. You reload your guns, field patch your
wounds and hit yourself with the best combat stims money can buy.





Reload weapons to maximum.
Add two health points to each character.
Give each character a Combat stim
Hostility, event cards and all other game set up is continued from where it left off
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The mission can be played solo or all Players can join in.

THREAT PERCEPTION
NPCs have different intelligence levels. For example Harvesters and Galactic Infantry can be
fooled into targeting decoy drones but a Live One or Galactic Commander will target the
biggest threat.
Player characters ignore threat levels and choose their own targets as do Aux, Civilians and
Mercenaries when controlled by a Player. Unless stated otherwise a Civilian that isn't
controlled by a Player will target level 1 threats.
((Rules for threat perception will go here))

There are more advanced rules that you can download for free from our website
battlesystems.co.uk/--/advancedrules/
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SKILL TABLES
RANGE WEAPON SKILLS
Range weapons include both ballistic and energy guns and rifles.
Range weapon distance:
Short range: 0-5 inches

SKILL

SURE SHOT

Medium range: 0-13 inches

LEVEL

1

2

COUNTER SHOT

MARKSMAN

Long range: 14+ inches

ACTION

If you have not moved in this round and the previous round you
can make an automatic hit with a range weapon at short or
medium range. This causes 2 points of damage.

If you do not move in this round you can make an automatic hit
with a range weapon at short or medium range. Causes 2 points
of damage.

3

You can make an automatic hit as a normal action even if you
have moved. You can do this at any range your weapon can
reach.

1

If you are attacked with a ranged weapon you can make an
immediate counter attack with a ranged weapon. You must target
the attacker.

2

You can make a ranged attack as a free action against any
enemy that is activated. This is played immediately after the
enemy uses its first action.

3

You can make a free ranged attack against any enemy in the
enemy's turn. You can play this at any time in the turn.

1

You can make a free ranged attack with any range weapon.

2

You can make a free ranged attack with any range weapon.
If the weapon has more than 1 attack dice you can spread the
dice between 2 targets within medium range of each other. The
first target must always suffer at least one hit.

3

You can make a free ranged attack with any range weapon.
If the weapon has more than 1 attack dice you can spread the
dice between as many targets as you like within medium range.
The first target must always suffer at least one hit.
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SKILL

WEAPONS EXPERT

LEVEL

ACTION

1

Reload your weapon as a free action.

2

If you don't move in your turn you can take a sniper shot. Add 2
attack dice to your ranged weapon attack.

3

You can shoot a weapon from an enemy's hand. Roll 2 attack
dice regardless of the weapon you are using.
If you score at least one hit you successfully knock the weapon in
a 1D6 random distance from the target's hand. The weapon is
damaged but can be picked up and repaired between games.
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CLOSE COMBAT SKILLS
Close combat occurs when there is base contact between two or more characters.

SKILL

LEVEL

KATA

1

You use a special form of close combat moves. Add 2 attack dice to
your attack.

2

You use a special form of close combat moves. Add 3 attack dice to
your attack.

3

You use a special form of close combat moves. Add 4 attack dice to
your attack. Also, you can allocate any of those dice to any enemies
you are in base contact with.

1

If you take no damage from a close combat attack you can knock the
weapon the attacker used from their hands. The weapon is placed
1D6 distance in a direction chosen by you.

2

As above but you grab the weapon. If you have space on your
dashboard you can now keep this weapon. If not you can retain the
weapon until you are no longer in close combat.

3

As above but you can make an immediate free attack action with the
weapon as well.

1

If you are attacked in close combat and hit you can use this skill to
avoid all hits taken in a single attack.

2

If you are attacked in close combat you can make an immediate
counter attack as a free action. This does not protect you from any
hits you might have sustained from the attack.

3

If you are attacked in close combat you can avoid all hits sustained in
a single attack and make an immediate counter attack as a free
action.

1

You sweep your enemy's feet from under them. The enemy is
knocked prone. Lay the model down, they miss their next turn.

2

You can use a pistol or rifle in close combat instead of a close combat
weapon. Roll to hit as normal using the weapon's short range attack.

DISARM

REFLEXES

COMBAT EXPERT

ACTION
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SKILL

COMBAT EXPERT

LEVEL

3

ACTION

You break the chain of combat. You automatically knock back all
enemies in base contact by 1D6 distance. You can then make an
immediate free action.
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ENDURANCE SKILLS
SKILL

WALK IT OFF

ONSLAUGHT

STUBBORN

IMPERVIOUS

LEVEL

ACTION

1

When attacked you can call on inner resolve to steady yourself. Any
hit sustained in a single attack can be reduced by half, rounding up
(eg. a hit of 4 is reduced to 2; a hit of 3 is reduced to 2).

2

If you take no action this turn you can restore 1 lost health point.

3

If you are defeated you can immediately restore yourself to the
mission with 1 health point (this skill can only be used once per
mission).

1

If you successfully hit an enemy in close combat you can make an
immediate free attack.

2

If you successfully hit an enemy in close or ranged combat you can
immediately take a free movement to an enemy within manoeuvre
range and make a free close combat attack.

3

Take your movement action as normal. You can make a free close
combat against any enemies you come into base contact with. Each
attack uses 1 combat dice.

1

You will not stop even in dire circumstances! You can make an
additional free manoeuvre action.

2

You cannot lose! You can make an additional free attack action.

3

It will take more than that! You can dodge all hits sustained from a
single close or ranged combat attack.

1

If you are affected by an attack or skill that causes you to miss your
turn or reduce your actions you can recover them with this skill.

-

-
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STEALTH SKILLS
SKILL

HARD TO HIT

AMBUSH

CAMOUFLAGE

FADE TO BLACK

LEVEL

ACTION

1

While behind partial cover you can avoid all ranged weapon attacks
for one whole round.

2

You can only be targeted at short range for one whole turn.

3

You can avoid all attacks at any range for one whole turn.

1

You can perform the following actions as long as you start your turn in
full cover: 1 move action, then 1 attack action, then 1 move action.
You must use all actions and in that order.

2

If you are in partial or full cover you can make a free ranged attack
against any enemy who moved last turn.

3

If you are in partial or full cover you can make up to 3 free attacks
against any separate enemies who moved last turn. You cannot
attack the same model more than once.

1

If you are in base contact with any wall or main building you cannot be
attacked for one turn. You can also not be engaged in close combat
nor an enemy be placed in base contact with you.

2

As above but includes partial and full cover large scatter terrain.

3

As long as you are not engaged in close combat you can avoid any
attacks at range or close combat for one turn.

1

If you are attacked at range and are within manoeuvre distance of
cover you can move to that cover as a free action, after resolving the
ranged attack.

2

As above but now you can avoid any hits from the ranged attack.

3

You can now move into cover that is within manoeuvre distance at
any time in your or your opponent's turn regardless of whether you
were attacked or not.
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CUNNING SKILLS
SKILL

DISTRACTION

EVADE

LIGHT FINGERS

PERSUASION

LEVEL

ACTION

1

You can shoot an enemy in your turn as a distraction. Use your attack
action as normal, that enemy loses 1 action on their turn regardless of
whether they're hit or not.

2

As above but the enemy loses 2 actions.

3

As above but in addition you can make an immediate free move
action.

1

You can make an immediate free manoeuvre action if an enemy
moves into base contact with you. This happens immediately even if
the enemy still has actions left, once complete the enemy may resolve
any remaining actions.

2

As above except you can make two immediate free actions, one must
be an attack, one must be a manoeuvre.

3

As above except you can choose any combo of actions for your two
free actions.

1

If you are attacked in close combat but sustain NO damage you can
choose to take any item from the attacker's inventory that is not
currently in use.

2

As above but you can take an item regardless of whether you sustain
any damage.

3

As above but you can choose to take any item even one in play. You
can then make an immediate free move action.

1

You can shout out to an enemy within close weapon range and
attempt to dissuade them from their mission. Target a single player
character that is not in base contact with another. They lose their next
turn.

2

As above but range is now medium.

3

As above. Also, roll 1 combat attack dice, on the roll of a HIT the
target model will retreat from their facing direction by one manoeuvre
distance.
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TECH SKILLS
SKILL

DISRUPT

ASSIST

REGULATE

HACK

LEVEL

ACTION

1

You can disable any single enemy tech within medium weapon range,
they will not be able to use their tech skills for 1 turn.
OR you can target any single Purge within medium range and it will
miss it's next turn (does not affect Live Ones).

2

You can disable all enemy techs within medium weapon range, they
will not be able to use their tech skills for 1 turn.
OR you can target all Purge within medium range and they will miss
their next turn (does not affect Live Ones).

3

You can disable any single enemy tech within medium weapon range
from using their tech skills for 3 turns.
OR any single tech in play anywhere for 2 turns.
OR you can target all Purge anywhere and they will miss their next
turn (does not affect Live Ones).
OR all Purge in medium range will miss their next 2 turns (does not
affect Live Ones).

1

You can pick a teammate or yourself and shield them against any
ranged attack for 1 turn.

2

You can pick a teammate or yourself and restore up to 2 lost health
points.

3

You co-ordinate your team with vital intelligence. Choose 2 of your
teammates, they can each take an immediate free action.

1

You manage conflict by jamming enemy sensors and re-routing their
signal pulses. Reduce the Hostility level by 1 step.

2

You send out signals to intercept Purge data. Pick any Purge spawn
site, that site will not spawn any Purge for 1D6 turns.

3

You hijack the Purge data stream and disrupt their mission
intelligence. Choose a point anywhere on the playing area, all Purge
in medium weapon range of that point immediately take their full
movement to that spot. The Purge will resume action as normal on
their next turn.

1

You can unlock any door you are in base contact with OR you can
shut down a Purge within medium weapon range. Remove Purge
from play.
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SKILL

LEVEL

ACTION

HACK

2

You can unlock any door within medium range (LOS not needed) or
you can close and lock any door you are in base contact with.

3

You can unlock any door on the playing area or lock any door that
your teammates have LOS of.
OR you can shut down 1 Purge within LOS of your team. Remove
Purge from play.
OR you can take control of any 1 Purge within medium weapon range.
Treat it as one of your team until it or your tech is defeated or until the
mission is completed.
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AUGMENTED SKILLS
SKILL

ACCELERATE

BLAST

MANIPULATE

ENERGISE

LEVEL

ACTION

1

You can re-route all power to your limbs to move faster. Add 1
movement action.

2

As above but you focus the power to attacking. Add 1 attack action.

3

As above except you can add 1 attack and 1 move action.
OR you can add 3 move actions.
OR 3 attack actions if used in close combat.

1

You can expel a focused percussive blast of energy from your limbs.
You can make a ranged attack as a free action with the following stats
Short:3 Medium:2 Long:0

2

As above but the energy is used to propel you, You can leap up or in
any direction up to your normal manoeuvre distance.

3

You expel energy in all directions. Any character within a short range
weapon radius from you are attacked with a percussive blast of 2
combat dice.

1

You reach out and disrupt the mind of the enemy. Target an enemy
character in LOS. They miss their next turn.

2

You reach out and disrupt the enemy's equipment. Target an item of
equipment of an enemy in LOS. That equipment is considered as
malfunctioned.

3

You reach out to alter the environment around you. Perform one of
the following:
Move any equipment item in LOS a distance of up to 1 manoeuvre.
OR move any small cargo crate in medium range a distance of up to a
manoeuvre.
OR hurl any small to medium terrain item (like vending machine or
table etc) in medium range of up to 1 manoeuvre. If it hits an enemy it
will stop and cause 2 combat dice of damage.

1

Boost your vitality. You can perform 1 free attack or move action or
replace 1 lost health point.

2

Boost your senses. You can take a look at the next two event cards
then replace them in the deck so they can be drawn as normal.
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SKILL

ENERGISE

LEVEL

3

ACTION

Boost your speed and strength. You can make a close combat attack
using 6 combat dice.
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APPENDIX
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QUICK REFERENCE (this will be the back page of the Rulebook)
ORDER OF PLAY (see page 4 for full rules)
1. Choose the Mission. Players must now agree on any advanced rules they wish to use.
2. Setup the game area and the game characters.
3. Flip the Turn counter or roll the Chance dice to see who goes first. The player takes the
Turn counter and starts the first round. A single round consists of the following:






HOSTILITY - Add 1 black peg to the Hostility tracker.
EVENT - Turn one Event card and play immediately. Place Event card on Discard pile.
PLAYER TURNS - Each Player takes turns playing their characters.
NPC TURNS - NPC's play in the following order: Purge, Galactic Corps, Factions,
Civilians
ASSESSMENT - Player removes activation counters, passes the Turn counter to the
next player who starts the next round.
After the mission ends there are 3 more steps for campaign games only:

4. Extraction
5. Ship Degradation
6. Trading

SKILL ICONS (see also: SKILL TABLES)

Range:

Sure Shot

Counter Shot

Marksman

Weapons Expert

Combat:

Kata

Disarm

Reflexes

Combat Expert

Endurance:

Walk It Off

Onslaught

Stubborn

Impervious
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Stealth:

Hard To Hit

Ambush

Camouflage

Fade To Black

Cunning:

Distraction

Evade

Light Fingers

Persuasion

Tech:

Disrupt

Assist

Regulate

Hack

Augmented:

Accelerate

Blast

Manipulate

Energise

TRADE ICONS
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